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About Miriam Reza

I’m passionate designer, that loves problem 
solving and discovering creative solutions. 

When I’m not working out or discovering 
how to make new recipies, you can find me 
doodling ideas in a notebook.

Through my work, I like to help brands 
communicate their authentic stories and 
bring visions into reality. I have 3 F’s that 
are important industries for me: food, 
fitness and finance (crypto).

I believe that if you can dream it - then I can 
most definetly help you to make it!

Originally from Raleigh, NC, I obtained a 
Bachelors of Industrial Design from North 
Carolina State University. This is a collection 
of my favorite projects during that time!





MERAKI is a multipurpose bag to suit the everyday needs of 
its user. This bag can transform into a duffle bag for the gym 
or condense to a compact backpack in a minute.

Project Goal: Designing an adaptable duffle and backpack











Vento is the a compact kitchen appliance that allows users 
to make vegan cheese. It reduces the equipment needed and 
is designed to make cooking process easier and fun!

Project Goal: A new experience for making non-dairy cheese



Compact Storage

Easy to Charge







ECLIPSE is a pioneer in painting drone technology: airless 
spray painting technology, holds 1.3 gallons of paint to cover 
260 square feet, self automated in refilling paint and charging.

Project Goal: Designing an outdoor painting solution for tall, 
industrial, outdoor spaces









BANYAN is a family friendly guardian of outdoor spaces. 
With a chargeable pest ultrasonic repellent, it can accompany 
your family on picnics or while relaxing in your backyard.

Project Goal: An outdoor pest repellent and lighting device 
that functions as a portable sculptural design
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Email: amiriamreza@gmail.com
Website: www.miriamreza.com


